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About This Game

Vanquish: The Adventures of Lady Exton is a charming 2D platformer set in a quirky steampunk inspired world.

Steamscience has altered things in recent times. It’s now come down to a fight for survival. Kidnapped, escaped and armed with
only a parasol, Lady Exton must bring back peace to the human strongholds!

Play through challenging levels, find support and gain new abilities to advance her quest, slay mechanoids and battle epic bosses.
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This is excellent point and click adventure and should be enjoyable to those who love these kind of games.
The puzzles mostly involve manipuation of object and various combinations between them.They fall a bit on the hard side but
they are very rewarding.
The graphics are excellent and the locations that you visit are variable with only the animations of the characters lacking but that
is not a significant problem.
For those of us not having english as our native language there are a few words (technical terms and objects ) that you may have
to look up.
I also want to praise the voice over (for the most part ) and especiallly the protagonist.
Last but not least for my is the sense of calm and dreamy atmosphere that you acquire by playing this game (excellent after a
hard day at the work.
Very highly recommended for the absurdly low price (0.99) that i got it

. Great classic arcade game where you try and rack up as much points as possible while doing odd jobs for gangs and causing as
much mayhem as possible. I prefer this over gta 3 which says quite a bit, years after(we're talking over a decade) I still played
this on my ps2/ps3. for PC you have vike's gta 2 patch which optimizes and fixes the game up even more, I definitely
recommend this to anyone who likes arcade shoot-em-up exploration type games.. When I been playing Ironclads 2 War of the
Pacific, I was thinking that number of ships is too low, it is too risky to lost ironclads (there are 2 maximum!) in first fight ...
here we have a lot of ships, I like that, still it feels like Pacific or Caroline Island - you can't build ships or infantry, only repair
or reinforce them, which is in my opinion is very close to a small conflict period.

I have to say that I played two times and I lose both) AI on map still pretty smart, on battle map I think it's improved. Lot of
game moments are improved I think, most appreciated thing for me is a feature to leave battle, no more need to wait until time
is over or all ships destroyed.

What I want from future games is a better infantry part, maybe it is a possible to expend harbor attacks and defences in this
area.
. I'd probably love it...if I could play it. Fix it.. Okay, so this is something really special for me.

Crashday has always been one of the games from my childhood that have constantly had a place on my harddrive throughout all
the years and I played it at leats once a year, even if it was only to install some mods. I had tons of fantastic hours of gameplay
in this game and when I found out that it's going to be remastered, I nearly choked. I never expected this but I love the fact that
it happened!

About the game itself: Crashday is a game in which you race cars, fight with cars and do stunts with cars. Those are equipped
with a minigun and a rocket launcher (not usable in every mode/event). The vanilla game features 12 cars, all of which have
their own special capabilities, and a whole bunch of tracks/scenarios which are playable in seven game modes.

There's Wrecking Matches, which is basically the Vehicle deathmatch in which you fight other drivers and earn points for
kills/wrecks. This can be played in an FFA variant of in teams.

Then there's Death Matches, which is pretty much the same except for the fact that each player or team has to be first to reach a
specific amount of kills.

Last Man Standing should be quite self-explanatory, you fight other drivers to complete destruction, and the last car to stand
wins.
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There's also Stunt Shows in which the player has to show tricks with his vehicle, e.g. jumps, barrel rolls, flips and general
destruction. The aim of this mode is to collect as many point through combos in a given time.

Races should not need to be explained, they work the same as in every other racing game (except for the gunplay, maybe).

Hold the Flag is a classic mods in which a player or a team has to capture a flag and keep it while driving through a set amount
of checkpoints. The first team to clear enough checkpoints wins and the flag can be taken away from another car by ramming it.

Pass the Bomb is a mode played in Death Match arenas where one player gets a bomb fixed to his car at the start of each round
which has a timer that runs out before it explodes. The bomb gets passed on to other cars by ramming them. Whoever had the
bomb last gets the most points each round, and the one who blows up gets nothing.

Bomb Runs are a kind of races in which every participant gets a bomb fixed to his car which will only go off if the car's speed
decreases below a certain point. The minimum required speed raises with each passed checkpoint of the race.

At last, there's Test Drives, which simply let you roam around the maps on your own without any goal.

Another unique feature about this game is its detailed track editor, which lets the player choose from a huge variety of
environmental tiles and objects (expandable through the Steam workshop) and build a track, arena or scenario of their own. It's
easy to use and gives a lot of room for creativity.

The career mode is quite short, which I find to be a little sad as the game has potential to hold a much bigger number events, but
what's there is good, and should be challenging enough for most players.

The multiplayer mode offers everything that the single player mode offers aswell, except for the Test Drive mode, but as far as
I've been experiencing it, it's great fun, aswell with friends as in public lobbies.

In my opinion, Crashday is an underrated game with a lot of potential for modding and building and every fan of Racing games
should give it a try, especially if they love a good bit of destruction with it.. worst iteration of bomberman in existence. but any
bomberman game is fun with friends.. Your achievements are bad and you should feel bad.

Wow! 5,000 achievements just for starting this "game" up. You should feel so proud.. The only thing you do in this game is
shoot a ball from either the top left corner or bottom right corner towards a spinning stick, that then bounces towards a side of
the square you're inside. If the side it hits is one of the two green sides, you get a point, if its one of the two red sides you lose a
heart.

And that's it. The game is very limited, boring and repetitive, and my time played is in effort to earn the 4 steam card drops.
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Wow! Awesome Heist!!!. well

I loved the game on the Wii, so I figured I'd grab it on Steam sale

turns out there is a weird bug that makes it so you can't jump on built objects (bridges and some platforms). I searched all over
and couldn't find a work around.

Glad Steam gives refunds now!. It's amateur Gamemaker titles like Equin which fuel me with a brief desire to pull out one of
my development kits and create a simple, yet enjoyable game of my own
I have to thank this developer for reminding everyone that 'amatuer' doesn't always have to be 'bad' and 'Gamemaker' doesn't
always have to be 'shallow.'

Among the hundreds of entries of greenlit trollware on Steam I would recommend Valve not to mistake this for one when they
finally flush their toilet for good; I believe there can still be a novice section on Steam featuring quality entries like this one.

We would've paid ALOT for this during the Colecovision era.. This honestly isnt what I was hoping it would be. The story is
vague and the characters incredibly difficult to keep apart. They are all "invisible" (which seems more like laziness...), It's the
same 3 puzzles over and over between the 'main puzzles' and the game has you backtrack constantly. After four hours, the story
didn't pick up to a point where I could genuinly say I was having fun. Graphics are 'eh' and there are quite a few weird bugs and
glitches. If you're hoping for this to be like Dear Esther or The Vanishing of Ethan Carter, you'll be dissapointed.. Hooray!
Cookies are the best!. worse than a nail getting shoved up your♥♥♥♥♥. This game is a masterpiece. The writing is
BRILLIANT. It's supremely deep and exquisitely funny at the same time. Some dialogues are mindblowing. The difficulty of
the puzzles is just right for a seasoned adventure player, they're never too obvious but always logical and never far-fetched. Also
you can ask your sidekick for clues if you are stuck which is a great idea, it saves you from frustration while it doesn't take all
the satisfaction of solving it on your own away. The soundtrack and voice acting was remarkably atmospheric and pleasant
without exceptions. Furthermore it makes a strong case against collectivism which is more important than ever these days. If
you like point & click adventures or just enjoy good writing you definitely want this game. I would mention it in the same
breath with Monkey Island.. This was a pretty bad game I mean it had one or 2 jump scares that actually got me the rest of the
game was just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but it's just what I would expect from an asset flip like this. I obviously
can't force you not to buy this but just know that you've been warned. 2\/10. As first I was searching for some neat bullet hell
game, I occasionally stumbled on this.

First of all: Gameplay and the game itself.
Well, the graphics are very minimalistic, but i told myself that it was no big deal, as long as the game would be packing.
Sure, the first impression of the game wasn't bad, actually I enjoyed it. As farther you progress though, you see that it gets very
boring and repetititve, that's exactly the way to describe this game's punishment method: repetitive. When one dies, he gets sent
back an amount of levels, and needs to replay it to the point where he was before. I am sure it looked nice on paper, but in
reality it just gets extreamly boring. Then, the difficulty scaling, is absolute bulcrap, the attack pattern remains the same, it just
goes faster, you got less lives, it sends you back EVEN MORE and optionally the eye shoots more bullets at you. Fake difficulty
indeed. But appart of this, it has this little fun effect, doesn't look like a finished game to me, more like one of these generic
android games which you download, try out and delete in 5 minutes, mostly cause as you see all the patterns, it gets boring.

TL;DR:
Gameplaywise it is an "OK" game, could surely get better if the devs would put more effort into it and implement more stuff.
So no, I DON'T reccomend this game, but i'll surely keep an EYE on it, for what happens next. :)

EDIT: Wait so I'm pretty sure they actually made an android version of this, lol
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